
 

 



 

 

proof I attempted to warn facebook personnel and requested that they stop illegally censoring me. 

 

The subjective and arbitrary enforcement of facebook "community standards" has resulted in the 

unwarranted censorship of my posts.  To the best of my knowledge I have never posted anything that 

isn't factually true.  The censorship, which as a citizen of the United States of America, that appears to 



be illegal has become a standard of practice by facebook personnel.  At no time is any business or 

person in the United States not subject to its laws; censoring posts simply because you disagree with the 

content is illegal.  I urge all facebook personnel to cease and desist in such behavior.  I understand 

blocking posts that are of adult content since children are on facebook, but what I do not understand is 

the continued censorship of things that are factually true, like warning people that islam and muslims 

are very dangerous.  Muslims are trained by islam to lie to and deceive non-muslims for the purpose of 

violently conquering them when their numbers suffice.  Muslims have murdered all non-muslims in 

sharia nations or tortured and enslaved such persons.  Muslims to this very day admit that islam is a 

culture where rape is so common that they intentionally cover their wives and daughters and 

accompany them whenever they go out in public.  Imams and others openly practice child rape and 

forced child marriages, muslims admit openly that they have no intention whatsoever of abiding under 

western laws, but want to force sharia (which is intrinsically a violent code of forced criminal conduct of 

some of the worst human rights violations in the history of the world) they want to force this evil on 

every man, woman and child, even if it means murdering every last non-muslim on earth!  islam is that 

evil.  it was founded by rapists, child abusers, slavers, robbers and murderers, their quran is a manifesto 

of such criminal oppression on earth!  The reason there are so many muslims is that they are born into 

this evil cult and more than half of them are illiterate and so don't even know these facts about the 

criminal organization of islam.  When we have a 1400 year history of muslims invading and then 

murdering innocent people all around them, it is EXTREMELY imprudent to allow them to "immigrate" 

into our nations only to do what they have already done to innocent people by the hundreds of 

millions... kill them. 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hx1wsOoe7WA&index=1&list=RDHx1wsOoe7WA  muslims that 

come to their senses consistently warn everyone on earth about how dangerous islam is; we NEED to be 

allowed to warn people in such forums as the largest social website on earth.  We NEED to be able to 

TELL THE TRUTH about islam and SHOW THE EXACT QUOTES FROM THEIR OWN BOOKS about how evil 

islam really is and THE FACTS OF HISTORY to show that islam is in fact a violent criminal organization in 

doctrine and practice, fundamentally so violent and so deceitful and so perverse and so evil that the rest 

of humanity should ban it worldwide, raze all mosques and arrest all muslims for badly needed 

deprogramming from their wicked cult. 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsreFBy_8Ao&list=PLPCoHbMav3OKcW4PsDJQhUBDxaBC8__yp  A

ny and all persons, censoring those of us who are desperately trying to save lives by telling the truth, are 

actually helping the crimes and atrocities of islam to continue worldwide against innocent men, women 

and children.  Please desist in censoring me accordingly.  Thank you. 

 

Attachments area 

Preview YouTube video Sunni Muslim girl turn to Jesus...Beautiful Testimony 8 of 9 
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Preview YouTube video Islam Exposed 1 - Introduction 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dt4hT_jiAKQ, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y7ojKL8A7qQ, I 

wish Mr. Zuckerberg and everyone there at facebook would properly realize that islamic terrorist groups 

are not the exceptions to islam such as off groups like the kkk is to Christianity; but such islamic terrorist 

organizations are actually the result of islam and is islam in doctrine and practice.  Muslims who are not 

actually violently attacking non-muslims fund terrorism in their mosques through zakat which is similar 

to the Christian tithe except in Christianity the tithe funds charities that feed the hungry, clothe the poor 
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and helps humanity.  Islam is the antithesis of all things moral and lawful, it is fundamentally evil, 

fundamentally criminal in doctrine and practice and muslims are factually subversive criminals by 

evidence of their own books and 1400 year history.  People worldwide need to understand that islam 

represents the largest deceitful and violent warmongering criminal gang in the history of the world and 

stop attacking and censoring those of us who understand these facts about islam and muslims. 

 https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=former+muslims+warn+the+west  it is common for 

those who escape islam to dedicate much of their life thereafter trying to educate the public who seems 

to fail to grasp that islam is not a protected religion, but rather a very dangerous insidious, deceitful, 

conquering totalitarian political system, that has attracted the most violent and wicked men since 

muhammad and his gang of rapists, robbers and murderers began it 1400 years ago. 

 https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-

8#q=murderers+and+pedophiles+join+islam&*  When the very worst of humanity is joining an 

organization the rest of humanity needs to recognize that organization is fundamentally evil, unlawful, 

and as such should be properly banned and its gang members properly arrested!  PLEASE EXAMINE THE 

FACTS about islam in doctrine and practice and stop illegally censoring those of us who are volunteering 

our time and energy in an effort to save innocent men, women and children from islam and the muslims 

who actually understand and practice its evil instructions in the manifestos of destruction, oppression 

and death in the quran and hadiths. 

 https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=islamic+sexuality+a+survey+of+evil  islam in history 

traces to ancient baal worship pagan sex cults and islam is so evil that the highest aspiration of muslims 

is to murder for their devil allah or die trying to murder for their devil allah so they can go to their 

perverted and depraved notion of paradise and molest virgin boys and girls endlessly.  There is of course 

no such place; and every murderer and rapist, especially those who aspire to rape little boys and girls 

endlessly will not be going to any such place as they imagine; for the One True God tells us all such 

wicked persons will be properly confined so they never again harm innocent people! 

 http://biblehub.com/revelation/21-8.htm   PEOPLE NEED TO COMPREHEND THAT ISLAM TEACHES 

MUSLIMS FROM THE TIME THEY ARE BORN TO HATE, LIE TO, AND MURDER NON-MUSLIMS!  Christ said 

that liars and murderers are CHILDREN OF THE DEVIL!   

John 8:44-45King James Version (KJV) 

44 Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a murderer from the 

beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he 

speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it. 

45 And because I tell you the truth, ye believe me not.  so islam is so evil that in doctrine and practice it 

actually turns people into being so evil that the Lord of Creation called them devils!  Muslims should not 

be loose in our nations; it is a shame that mankind hasn't already banned islam worldwide.   

Those of us who know better and have researched the facts involved recognize that islam is the 

antithesis of law and order, it is so evil that it teaches and practices breaking every Holy Commandment 

found in the Holy Bible!  (in other words, islam is as demonic in doctrine and practice as you can get!) IF 
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there are any "decent, lawful, muslims" it is because they ARE NOT PRACTICING islam!  and only call 

themselves muslims out of a state of ignorance!  All muslims that PRACTICE islam, are dangerous liars, 

rapists, child molesters, slavers and murderers!  They are subversive evil criminals of the worst and most 

dangerous kind BECAUSE they believe it is their divine mission to do these evil acts against innocent 

people! 

 

Attachments area 

Preview YouTube video Palestinian Ex-Muslim Finds Jesus | Sandra's Testimony 
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